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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building personal AND business narratives

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Up9-C4_8dVo


“Every leader needs to have 100 stories…”

• Your company story
• A product story
• Your origin story
• Your purpose story
• A  leadership story
• A vulnerable story



The day the world changed…



Let’s tell a story

Me

October 17, 1989

EXERCISE X2



You can’t tell a good story

If you don’t have a good story to tell.



Video



New ideas have a narrative too



Video



Story finding vs. story telling

Narrative 
Storyboard

The story

Customer

Insights

Problem

Solution

Act 1

Touch them

Be clear

Make sense

Act 2



Finding your 
narrative

Act 1



Story structures



Another story framework



Using the story spine
Build a story.  Use the story spine.
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EXERCISE



Finding the narrative – Spark Microgrants

“Intention and obstacle form the drive shaft that creates the 
friction and tension essential for drama.”

Aaron Sorkin, Screenwriter, A Few Good Men

Video



Story structure
Characters

Intention

Obstacle/
Resolution

Symbols

Customers

Insights

Problem/
Solution

Icons



Storyboarding



Story building can be a puzzle

Source:  Pixar in a Box

Andrew Stanton



A storyboard can help you solve it

Source:  Pixar in a Box



Finding your narrative:
Example:  Spark Microgrants, Sasha Fisher

Villagers in 
Uganda, Rwanda,
Burundi

Feel left out of 
improvement 
process & don’t 
have necessary $

Development 
efforts that last

Sparkgrants:
1. Empower decision 

making
2. Crowd-source funding
3. Own the project

Underfunded projects
NGO led projects

Villagers don’t 
have skin in the 
game so projects 
die

How might we 
fund
& create vested 
community 
improvements?



Building your storyboard



Business Narrative Storyboard 

(Alternatives)

David Riemer,
Storytelling, 2019

EXERCISE



Finding your narrative:
Example:  Spark Microgrants, Sasha Fisher

Villagers in 
Uganda, Rwanda,
Burundi

Feel left out of 
improvement 
process & don’t 
have necessary $

Development 
efforts that last

Sparkgrants:
1. Empower decision 

making
2. Crowd-source funding
3. Own the project

Underfunded projects
NGO led projects

Villagers don’t 
have skin in the 
game so projects 
die

How might we 
fund
& create vested 
community 
improvements?



How to tell a 
compelling story

Act 2



The art of storytelling

Video



How to become a Mad storyteller
Find the emotional hook.
Get personal.
Tell an anecdote.  Name names.
Pace yourself.  Tell a story.
Make the product the hero.
Use an analog.
Be a poet.
Surprise people.



Practicing storytelling

Pair up.  

One participant is the storyteller and the other is the director.

Director gives a prompt to the storyteller.
e.g. Tell a story about your best or worst day this month.

Director will coach storyteller on adding color or advancing the plot.
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EXERCISE



You win when your audience:

Understands what you said, 
because it was clear

Remembers what you said, 
because you touched them

Is compelled by what you said, 
because it made sense



Remember:  Make them FEEL something
“When the brain detects an emotionally charged event, 
the amygdala releases dopamine into the system.  
Because dopamine greatly aids memory and information 
processing, you could say it creates a Post It note that 
reads, ‘Remember this.’”



Hook your audience (vertical lift-off!)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
a neuropsychological basis for why a story-arc is so persuasive: • Acceptance: While listeners immediately evaluate a logical persuasive argument for flaws, they let their guard down when listening to a story – so listeners accept more! • Memory: Emotion in a story causes the brain to release dopamine. Dopamine leads to memories getting fixed in the brain – so listeners remember more! • Attention: Story tension leads to release of cortisol, which leads to heightened focus – so listeners pay more attention!



Origin story

Surbhi Sarna
CEO, nVision Medical

Video



Great leaders “bring the customer into the room”

Video

http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/video/state-union-2015-president-offers-evidence-middle-class-28360937


The Vulnerable Storyteller

Lance Armstrong, Freakanomics, 7.25.18; 48:30 

Reflect on your values and
Think of a time…
that you didn’t live by them

Audio and 
exercise



When you have a 
great story… 
everyone wants to 
tell it.

riemer@berkeley.edu
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